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Abstract

The copper isotope effect on the relaxation rate of crystal-field transitions in the slightly underdoped high-temperature superconductor
HoBa Cu O has been investigated by means of inelastic neutron scattering. The measurements give clear evidence for the opening of a2 4 8

63normal state pseudogap at T* far above T , but it is shifted from T*5160(10) K for the HoBa Cu O compound to T*5185(5) K forc 2 4 8
65the HoBa Cu O compound, giving rise to an isotope effect of DT*525(15) K.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.2 4 8

1. Introduction transitions between different crystal-field levels can be
directly measured. In the normal metallic state, the excited

The existence of a normal state pseudogap in high- crystal-field levels interact with phonons, Cu spin fluctua-
temperature superconductors is considered to be among tions and charge carriers (electrons or holes). These
their most important features, since the pseudogap is interactions limit the lifetime of the excitation, thus, the
widely regarded as being linked to the pairing mechanism. observed crystal-field transitions exhibit line-broadening.
Among others, inelastic neutron scattering has proven to The interaction with the charge carriers is by far the
be an ideal technique for studying the opening of the dominating relaxation mechanism. The corresponding in-
pseudogap at T*, which is evidenced by a decrease of the trinsic linewidth G (T ) increases almost linearly withn

electronic density of states N(E ). By means of this temperature according to the well known Korringa law [5].F

technique, we have recently established a phase diagram In the superconducting state, however, the pairing of the
for the 123-type compounds, from the strongly underdoped charge carriers creates an energy gap D(k), thus, crystal-
to the slightly overdoped regimes [1]. Moreover, we have field excitations with energy "v , 2D(k) do not have
measured the oxygen isotope effect on the pseudogap on enough energy to span the gap and, consequently, there is
HoBa Cu O to be DT*550(20) K [2]. Here, we report no interaction with the charge carriers. For an isotropic gap2 4 8

on further neutron spectroscopic measurements to study function D(k)5D, the intrinsic linewidth in the supercon-
the copper isotope effect on the pseudogap also on ducting state is then given by
HoBa Cu O .2 4 8

D
]]G (T ) 5 G (T ) ? exp 2 (1)S Ds n k TB

2. Crystal-field spectroscopy
This means that G (T < T ) ¯ 0, and line broadening setss c

The principle of neutron spectroscopic investigations of in just below T , where the superconducting gap opens.c

the crystal-field interaction in high-T superconductors was The first observation of crystal-field linewidth changes duec

described in recent review articles [3,4]. By this technique, to superconductivity was made on the BCS-like supercon-
ductor La Tb Al [6] with "v 50.68 meV,2D(0)512x x 2

0.93 meV. Subsequent investigations performed on super-
*Corresponding author. conducting cuprates showed anomalies consistent with the
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formation of an energy gap at temperatures slightly higher are two strong ground-state crystal-field transitions at
than T , for Ho Y Ba Cu O ("v 50.5 meV) [7] and "v 50.6 meV and "v 51.3 meV (solid vertical lines), i.e.c 0.1 0.9 2 3 7 1 2

Tm Y Ba Cu O ("v 511.8 meV) [8]. The results "v < 2D ( | 66 meV [9]). With increasing tempera-0.1 0.9 2 3 7 i max

obtained for the Ho compound revealed an unusual tem- ture, the crystal-field transitions exhibit line broadening. In
perature dependence of G (T ) and of the peak position, addition, excited crystal-field states (dashed lines) becomes

which was ascribed to a high degree of gap anisotropy, increasingly populated giving rise to excited crystal-field
since an anisotropic gap function gives rise to certain transitions. The energy spectra were fitted according to the
relaxation channels, even at the lowest temperature, par- neutron cross-section for crystal-field transitions, which is
ticularly along the directions of k involving nodes. An given by:
anisotropic gap function was also inferred from neutron
crystal-field studies on the slightly underdoped compounds 2 "vd s i2HoBa Cu O and Er Ba Cu O [9]. ]] ]]~ OM exp 2 /Z ? d("v 6"v) (2)2 4 8 2 4 7 15 S Dij ijk TdV dv Bi, j

3. Experimental where M is the transition matrix element of the crystal-ij

field transition uil → u jl, Z is the partition function, and
We have performed new inelastic neutron-scattering "v 5"v 2"v . M and "v were kept fixed at the valuesij j i ij ij

experiments to study the copper isotope effect on the obtained for the natural HoBa Cu O compound [9]. The2 4 8

relaxation rate of crystal-field excitations in HoBa Cu O . final spectra were obtained by convoluting the instrumental2 4 8

The powder samples were prepared from isotopically pure resolution function with the crystal-field intrinsic Lorent-
63 65Cu and Cu metals. CuO powder was obtained by zian function, whose linewidth is given in the normal state
oxygenation of the metals at 9008C in an oxygen atmos- by the modified Korringa law [7]
phere for 20 h with one intermediate grinding. The
HoBa Cu O polycrystalline samples were prepared by a2 4 8

high-oxygen-pressure solid-state reaction synthesis at
10008C and 450 bars oxygen pressure for 60 h. Neutron
powder diffraction performed on the high-resolution dif-
fractometer HRPT (SINQ) confirmed the single phase
character of the samples.

The critical temperatures were determined through the
zero-field-cooled temperature dependence of the DC sus-
ceptibility by means of a Quantum Design PPMS 6000
system. They were found to be T 579.0(0.1) K for thec

63HoBa Cu O compound and T 578.6(0.1) K for the2 4 8 c
65HoBa Cu O compound. The observed copper isotope2 4 8

shift on T , i.e. DT ¯0.460.2 K gives rise to an isotopec c

coefficient of a 50.1660.08, which is, within the errorTc

bars, comparable to previously reported values [10].
The inelastic neutron scattering experiments were per-

formed on the high resolution time-of-flight spectrometer
FOCUS, installed at the SINQ spallation source of the Paul
Scherrer Institute (Villigen). The incident neutron wave-

˚length was set to 4.8 A, giving rise to an energy resolution
of 90 meV at the elastic position. The samples were
enclosed into cylindrical aluminum containers of 10 mm
diameter and 50 mm height, which were mounted in a
closed-cycle refrigerator in order to achieve temperatures
in the range 15 K#T #350 K. The raw data were
corrected for absorption, detector efficiency, background
and detailed balance effects according to standard pro-
cedures.

4. Results 63Fig. 1. Energy spectra of neutrons scattered from HoBa Cu O as2 4 8

taken on FOCUS. The solid line is the fit to the data as described in the
63Fig. 1 shows energy spectra for HoBa Cu O . There text.2 4 8
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"vijij 2 2 ]]G (T ) 5 2J M coth x0("v )S Dn ex ij ij2k TB3
x0("v )in2 ]]]]]1OM in "vini±n
]]exp 2 1S Dk TB

x0("v )nj2 ]]]]]1OM (3)nj "vnjn±j
]] 4exp 2 1S Dk TB

where J is the exchange integral between the 4f-electronsex
31of the Ho ions and the charge carriers, and x0("v ) isij

the local susceptibility. For the normal state susceptibility
2we used pN (E )"v , where N(E ) is the electronicF ij F

density-of-states at the Fermi energy. Eq. (3) was also used
to correlate the relaxation widths of the different crystal-
field transitions, so that the only free parameters in the
fitting procedure were then an overall scale factor for the
intensities and a temperature-dependent linewidth G(T ) |

2[J N(E )] . The results of the fitting procedure are shownex F

by solid lines in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of the line-

63width factor J N(E ) obtained for both HoBa Cu Oex F 2 4 8
65and HoBa Cu O . The data sets for the two samples2 4 8

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the linewidth factor J N(E ) ob-ex Fexhibit similar features. The plots can be divided into three 63 65tained for HoBa Cu O and HoBa Cu O . The solid lines represent2 4 8 2 4 8regions: the normal state linewidth expected by the Korringa law.
(i) T ,T : the linewidth is zero at low temperatures andc

then increases abruptly from T¯40 K up to T .c

(ii) T #T ,T*: the linewidth is constant within thec

error bars until there is a step-like enhancement at T*.
diagram for the 123-type compounds as shown in Fig. 3,(iii) T $T*: the linewidth is again constant but typically
since HoBa Cu O is, concerning the doping level, equiv-10% higher than in region (ii). 2 4 8

alent to a 123 compound with x¯6.78 [3,4]. A detailedIn the high-temperature limit, the modified Korringa law
discussion about the phase diagram can be found in Ref.(3) predicts a linear relationship between the linewidth, G,
[1].and the temperature, T :

2
G(T ) ~ [J N(E )] ? T (4)ex F

which clearly applies for region (iii). For this region, we
obtained [J N(E )] 50.00554(21) and [J N(E )] 5ex F 63 ex F 65

0.00559(24), which are in agreement with the values found
16 18for the O- and O-substituted HoBa Cu O compounds2 4 8

[2]. In region (ii), the density of states N(E ) is reduced byF

typically 10% compared with region (iii). This may be
taken as evidence for a ‘pseudogap phase’, i.e. part of the
charge carriers undergo local pairing and thereby create an
energy gap, D, so that they cannot interact any longer with
the crystalline-electric field (CEF) excitations. Our data,
displayed in Fig. 2 show a clear isotope effect for the
opening of the pseudogap: T* 5160(10) K and T* 563 65

185(5) K. Finally, in region (i), the density of states N(E )F

becomes completely suppressed, leading to global phase
coherence and bulk superconductivity. Fig. 3. Phase diagram of 123-type high-temperature superconductors as

obtained by inelastic neutron scattering.The present results can be introduced into the phase
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